A concise review of the evolution of active control approaches for vibration reduction in rotorcraft that have resulted in Higher Harmonic Control (HHC) and Individual Blade Control (IBC) is presented. It is shown that despite the success of these approaches, demonstrated by both full scale wind tunnel and flight tests, these implementations have not managed to earn their way onto a production helicopter. A more recent alternative, On Blade Control (OBC) is defined as a special implementation of IBC, where the control surfaces are located on the rotating blade and each blade has its own controller. The evolution and description of four OBC devices: (1) the actively controlled flap (ACF), (2) the active twist rotor (ATR), (3) the active tip (AT), and the (4) deployable Gurney flap, or microflap (MF), is presented. A detailed outline of an aeroelastic response modeling capability used to simulate active vibration and noise reduction using flaps or microflaps is presented. Next, selected scaled wind tunnel model tests are shown to produce excellent insight on the operational and modeling aspects of these systems. Full scale wind tunnel and flight tests are presented as culmination of the sustained research effort invested in research on OBC. The talk concludes with lessons learned and speculation about the potential implementation of OBC on production rotorcraft.
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